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What is the “New Economy”
The economy without stimulus

aka the natural economy

Observations:
What will the economy look like without Stimulus?

Will the Real Stimulus finally stand up.
When will Stimulus actually end?

What should we do about it?



Quantifiable Stimulus
We are looking for domestic stimulus specifically.

Variables:

Financing needs of the US Treasury +
Repurchases by the FOMC

Less Foreign interest

Equation (monthly):
Net Stimulus = FOMC purchases - UST(foreign multiplier) 



Quantifiable Stimulus

Important:

When the UST issues bonds it removes liquidity from the Financial system.
When the FOMC buys bonds it adds liquidity to the Financial system

These two factors offset each other.



Quantifiable Stimulus



Quantifiable Stimulus

Foreign Participation About 15%
In 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 30

Multiplier is 85% (Inverse of Foreign Participation rate)



Quantifiable Stimulus
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Quantifiable Stimulus
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Quantifiable Stimulus

$65B in February $55B in April 
Jan 29th Statement

Next Meeting April 29-30. (~1.5 months)

 March 19th Statement



Quantifiable Stimulus
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Quantifiable Stimulus
Conclusions about Stimulus:

• Real 2013 Net Domestic Stimulus ~ $20B/month

• 2014 Net Domestic Stimulus declines bi-monthly

• Net Domestic Stimulus becomes negative in April, 2014

• If tapering continues more liquidity will be drained.

• A net-neutral liquidity environment is already here.

STIMULUS IS ALREADY OVER



Thesis

Stimulus has distorted the natural state of the Economy, and without 
Stimulus the Economy will revert back to a more natural state.

It is important for us to identify that more natural state.



Proprietary Resource

 The Investment Rate is the most accurate leading longer term 
stock market and economic indicator in History.

 The Investment Rate defines the natural rate of change in the 
demand for new investments in the US Economy.

 The Investment Rate has defined every longer term economic 
cycle in US History, in advance, since 1900.

 The Investment Rate is an excellent indicator of the condition of 
our underlying Economy (without stimulus).

 It has never been wrong.
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Investment Rate







Peel Back the Layers:
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The Formative YearsColonial Mutual Funds introduced me to the concept of Demographics.   In the mid 1990’s they approached me at my Smith Barney office, in La Jolla.  They wanted me to offer their funds to my clients.  Their angle was unique.  They showed me a graph of birth rates, and then suggested the Market was going up because birth rates were going up.  I found it interesting, but not definitive or complete.In addition, I was busy thinking outside of the box in other ways at that time, and I was less interested in stocks than in other market segments.  I have a habit of doing the opposite of everyone else, and it has worked well over time to make my clients money.  Here are some examples:In the mid ‘90’s, when the Peso was devalued, I was buying Alliance’s North American Government Bond Fund when no one else wanted it.  In addition to US Bonds, the Fund held a substantial amount of Mexican Government Bonds.   The yield on the fund was about 15%, and in less than 2 years, we had capital gains of more than 30% as well.I was known as a position trader, because I would place my clients in the same investments, and we would transition from one to another as a group when the positions worked.  My firms did not like this, because they wanted me to use managed accounts and not trade stocks.  We both recognized this as a conflict.  The industry was changing, and the title Stock Broker was being replaced by Financial Advisor at all major firms.





Contract with America?



Colonial Mutual Funds told me the Market would go up 
forever because…



Established January, 2000



The Internet Bubble had Burst



In 2002
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I set out to calm nerves

I always remembered what Colonial Said
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In 2002

Goal:  I wanted to know how much money was 
going to be invested into the Market every year 
going forward so I could prove the next leg of 
direction for my clients.
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In 2002

Refined Goal -1 :  
How much NEW MONEY would be available to 
invest?  
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In 2002

Refined - 2:  
Systematic and Aggressive investments
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In 2002

Refined - 3:  
All asset classes, not just the stock market.
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In 2002

How much new money was slated to be invested into the 
Economy every year, over extended periods of time, and in a 
systematic and aggressive fashion, so that I could pre-define 
longer term economic and stock market cycles for my clients, 
and keep them ahead of the curve.
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Hard to Find
(I had a big road block)
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The Economy is all about 

PEOPLE.

When do normal people have new money to 
invest into the Economy systematically and 
aggressively, and when are they capable of 

doing it for extended periods of time?  

At what “KEE AGE”?
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In 2002

Step 1.  Can we determine population stats?  

Alcohol distributors can determine how many people 
are turning 21 every year to plan their college 
marketing efforts.  We can do the same thing to find the 
KEE AGE.
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That is what the Census does.
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Requirements:

1. Must have money to invest

2. Must have a reason to invest it.

What is the “KEE AGE”?
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What are the three major lifetime expenses for 
normal people?  
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When do people start planning aggressively for 
retirement?   
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At 50, mortgage payments are less of a burden.
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My AG Edwards Manager





Graduation Day!
The average age of a parent is 47

BLS + NCES + Census
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When college is paid for, parents have a sudden 
windfall of cash; they can do anything they want.
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Also a reason to invest!



People have Money + 
Reason to Invest 
at the same time.
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The KEE AGE
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What was I really looking for?
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In 2002

The IR – Up and down Periods.
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Hindsight to Foresight
this was in 2002

 First up period 1900 - 1928
 First Down period 1928 – 1938
 Second up period 1938 – 1969
 Second Down Period 1969 – 1981

 Third up period 1981 - ?



Market Action

 This chart shows the beginning of the first up period 1900 –
 1897 is when the DOW began but our data begins in 1900



Market Action Page 2
 By 1919 the market had more than doubled from its original price.  But WWI made it difficult 

for the DOW to do much for a number of years.  This, of course, was still part of our first up 
period in the IR.



Market Action Page 3
 People had money to invest and a reason to invest it.  The reason helps.

 In the 20’s the real bull Market began.  This was the Industrial Revolution.  Television, Radio, communications 
devices, it was all working.  Technology was showing up everywhere, and the Market’s rallied.  

 That lasted until 1928.  1928 also marked the end of the up period and the beginning to the first down period in 
the IR.  

 The Marked actually peaked in 1929 but the Market was higher in December ‘28



Market Action Page 4
 The first down period in the IR began in 1928 and lasted through 1938.  This period was also 

know as the Great Depression.  You would assume, and you can see in the chart, the market 
performed poorly during this time.  If anything can validate the first down period in the IR, the 

Great Depression can.  
 Food For thought: does the IR help you understand why the Great Depression happened?  Was 

the IR going up or down?



Market Action Page 5
 Our Second up-period in the IR began in 1938 and lasted through 1969.  This chart shows us the 

beginning of that period.  Notice that the DOW’s performance in first part of this up period was 
again dampened by the presence of a War, this time, WWII. 



Market Action Page 6
 The up-period began to take hold in 1950 as large capital investments into 

Television, Electronics, and Computers began to pave the way for speculation about future 
profits.

 People had the money to invest again, and now there was a reason for them to invest it.
 Remember, the IR was going up.



Market Action Page 7
 Our second up-period in the IR lasted through 1969 and then it stopped.  Again, you can see that 

the Market was lower in December 1969 than it was in December 1968. 
 The Market is actually peaking 1 year in advance

 The up-period came to an end, and with it came the beginning of the second down period, and 
the Vietnam War.



Market Action Page 8
 During this second down period the market was faced with the struggles of the Vietnam 

War, and the troubling notion of stagflation.  
 Why weren’t prices going anywhere?  Why wasn’t the Market going up?  Can the IR help you 

understand the answer to these questions?  
 Remember, the IR was going down.



Market Action Page 9
 The second down period in the IR came to an end in 1981 and the second up-period began…

 the trend of the IR was turning from negative to positive again.



Market Action Page 10
 Clinton seemed to be a perfect man for the job…he just left things alone and the positive flow of 

investment capital (represented by the IR) during his reign pushed the Market higher and higher.  
 People had every reason to invest, and the IR shows that they had the money.  The Internet 

Revolution was here, and if you had dot com in your name, your stock was going to $100.  In 
hindsight we know that this was ridiculous, but it only happened because the money was 

available for people to make those decisions.



IR + Technical Analysis
(Fundamental + Technical)

February Report Provided a Buy Level

O
ctober , 2002

The February Report Pinpointed the bottom in the S&P 
within 2 points, about 8 months in advance.



In 2002 But the IR was still moving up

2002
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2002 = Bullish



Investment Rate

 Important
 Not always Bearish.  

 It started by being very bullish.
 But that has changed.



The peak would be 2007

 The IR showed us that the peak would come in 2007.
 It told us this in 2002, 5 years before the peak

 I pounded the table in 2007!!!
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Peel Back the Layers:









Fragile Economy Until 2023



The IR after 2007
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S&P 500 (Long Term)
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Aggressive Stimulus in 2012!
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S&P 500 (Long Term)

2012, Stimulus 
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Not Unusual – Great Depression
 The first down period in the IR began in 1928 and lasted through 1938.  This period was also 

know as the Great Depression.  You would assume, and you can see in the chart, the market 
performed poorly during this time.  If anything can validate the first down period in the IR, the 

Great Depression can.  
 Food For thought: does the IR help you understand why the Great Depression happened?  Was 

the IR going up or down?



Not Unusual - Stagflation
 During this second down period the market was faced with the struggles of the Vietnam 

War, and the troubling notion of stagflation.  
 Why weren’t prices going anywhere?  Why wasn’t the Market going up?  Can the IR help you 

understand the answer to these questions?  
 Remember, the IR was going down.





The Investment Rate



Data/Observations
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Data/Observations
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Data/Observations/Projections
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UST+FOMC is Already Neutral, if they 
taper more it’s a drain on liquidity




Summary
Stimulus has distorted the natural state of the Economy, and without 

Stimulus the Economy will revert back to a more natural state.
Therefore, it is important for us to identify that more natural state.

The Investment Rate Proves the Natural State of the economy
In addition:

The economy will begin to revert back to normal once stimulus stops.
&

Real Net Stimulus has already stopped.
Quantified

The economy is 66% ahead of itself
Be Ready

Material weakness looms.



Conclusion

Stimulus has already stopped
The combined UST/FOMC efforts will begin to drain liquidity

The effect will negatively influence the economy.
There is a large gap down to fill.

The economy is 66% ahead of where it should be
This is due to stimulus.

We expect the economy and all asset classes that benefitted from 
Stimulus to come under serious pressure.



A Real Possibility



The HGH affect

Without the drug that is stimulus the economy could not only revert 
to its natural state, but overshoot to the downside again too.

Additional stimulus is needed to sustain current levels, and more is 
needed to promote growth on top of these already inflated levels.



What Should You Do?
 PROTECT YOUR ASSETS

 Use Proactive Strategies
 Use a money manager who has been proven to protect assets in down 

years like 2000, 2001, 2002, and 2008.

I will provide examples.



The Stock of the Week
 This is one option

 +248% since December 2007  (as of 3.3.14)
 That was the cusp of the credit crisis

 The S&P 500 is only up 28% over the same time.
 The reason is risk control and discipline.
 The Strategy is very easy to follow

 Conditional orders.



The Stock of the Week



DRS
Beating the market by 46% annually

 DRS is a Strategy with a 16-year track record.
 It is proven in both down markets and up-markets
 It is a managed account, for qualified investors.

 It has a 5-star Morningstar Rating.
 It is designed to protect assets first.

 Upside Market Participation is also important.
 This combination is beating the market handily.

 On average the DRS Strategy has beaten the market by about 46% annually.
 The is because of the risk control.

 It is a perfect selection for core investment assets.
 If you do not want to do the work, this should be your choice.



DRS



Find out More
 For More information visit Stock Traders Daily

 Platinum subscribers receive 1-1 assistance.

www.stocktradersdaily.com

http://www.stocktradersdaily.com/�
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